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Abstract

Background: A growing body of literature has detailed the use of qualitative analyses to measure the therapeutic processes and
intrinsic effectiveness of psychotherapies, which yield small databases. Nonetheless, these approaches have several limitations
and machine learning algorithms are needed.

Objective: The objective of this study is to conduct a systematic review of the use of machine learning for automated text
classification for small data sets in the fields of psychiatry, psychology, and social sciences. This review will identify available
algorithms and assess if automated classification of textual entities is comparable to the classification done by human evaluators.

Methods: A systematic search was performed in the electronic databases of Medline, Web of Science, PsycNet (PsycINFO),
and Google Scholar from their inception dates to 2021. The fields of psychiatry, psychology, and social sciences were selected
as they include a vast array of textual entities in the domain of mental health that can be reviewed. Additional records identified
through cross-referencing were used to find other studies.

Results: This literature search identified 5442 articles that were eligible for our study after the removal of duplicates. Following
abstract screening, 114 full articles were assessed in their entirety, of which 107 were excluded. The remaining 7 studies were
analyzed. Classification algorithms such as naive Bayes, decision tree, and support vector machine classifiers were identified.
Support vector machine is the most used algorithm and best performing as per the identified articles. Prediction classification
scores for the identified algorithms ranged from 53%-91% for the classification of textual entities in 4-7 categories. In addition,
3 of the 7 studies reported an interjudge agreement statistic; these were consistent with agreement statistics for text classification
done by human evaluators.

Conclusions: A systematic review of available machine learning algorithms for automated text classification for small data sets
in several fields (psychiatry, psychology, and social sciences) was conducted. We compared automated classification with
classification done by human evaluators. Our results show that it is possible to automatically classify textual entities of a transcript
based solely on small databases. Future studies are nevertheless needed to assess whether such algorithms can be implemented
in the context of psychotherapies.

(JMIR Ment Health 2021;8(10):e22651) doi: 10.2196/22651
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Introduction

The intrinsic effectiveness of psychotherapies is generally
measured through semistructured interviews or self-reported
questionnaires [1-3]. However, these instruments have
limitations in relation to constructs that can be set a priori, for
which there are standardized measures available. To assess the
intrinsic effectiveness of psychotherapies (the psychotherapeutic
process itself), an increasing number of research teams have
started to use qualitative methods. Although these approaches
have inherent biases (eg, data analysis subjectivity),
mathematical algorithms can be used to reduce such biases.
Furthermore, assessment of a psychotherapy’s intrinsic
effectiveness usually refers to an assessment of a patient’s
characteristics and the therapeutic process [4]. Studies often use
therapy session transcripts to qualitatively evaluate
psychotherapies [5]. For in-person therapies, transcriptions are
often time-consuming and classifying therapeutic interactions
under various themes (labels) for analysis is even more
demanding. Machine learning is a potential solution to reduce
the amount of labor-intensive work required [6]. With the
increasing development of new psychotherapies for various
psychopathologies, there is a higher need for tools to measure
and understand their effectiveness.

Text mining is one of the few techniques used in psychiatry to
derive data from the large number of interactions that occur
during therapy sessions [7]. One such technique is the use of
artificial intelligence by means of machine learning. It is
currently being used in many areas in the medical field, ranging
from surgical procedure analyses to medical diagnostics [8].
When attempting to classify textual entities from medical fields
into various categories, the text is often classified into a few
categories. This can be done by applying a set of rules to an
algorithm to be used for classification and is usually facilitated
by the nature of the entity being classified (eg, signs and
symptoms relating to a particular diagnosis or treatment) [9].
Classification of therapeutic interactions can be tricky
considering the vast array of information associated with the
therapy itself, the ability of the patient to communicate, and the
context in which the therapy is being conducted [10]. This leads
to transcripts that may vary widely from patient to patient;
therefore, the information is less directly interpretable than
medical records or results. In relevant fields where such data is
usually used for research, such as psychiatry and psychology,
the use of machine learning in the context of text mining in
psychotherapy has been limited [11]. Many algorithms are
readily available to conduct automated text classification [12].
Simple probabilistic mathematical algorithms (ie, naive Bayesian
probability algorithms) as well as more complex ones (ie, neural
networks) are available via open access libraries on the web
[13]. Machine learning algorithms often need large databases
to adequately classify new data by creating training sets and
testing sets [14-16]. Large databases, such as some seen in the
field of internet-enabled cognitive behavioral therapy, are
required for complex machine learning algorithms to adequately
learn and classify new information [1]. However, in-person
therapies often yield databases that are smaller than the ones
generated by internet-enabled cognitive behavioral therapy

because of the need for human-driven transcriptions. This creates
a need to find potential algorithms that can operate on small
databases [17,18]. A machine learning algorithm applicable for
small databases is therefore needed for such cases.

The objective of this study is to conduct a systematic review of
the use of machine learning for automated text classification
for small databases in the fields of psychiatry, psychology, and
social sciences to determine the best algorithm for automatically
classifying the content of psychotherapy transcripts. This would
provide an interesting solution for automated therapy annotations
in the context of qualitative analysis and could generate data to
enable the evaluation of therapeutic processes.

Methods

Search Strategies
A systematic search was performed in the electronic databases
of Medline, Web Of Science, PsycNet (PsycINFO), and Google
Scholar from their inception dates until 2021 using text words
and indexing (MeSH) terms with keywords that were inclusive
for the fields of psychiatry (eg, psychiatric, psychiatry),
psychology (eg, psychology, psychotherapy, neuropsychology)
and social sciences (eg, social science) and machine learning.
Additional records identified through cross-referencing were
used to find other studies. The fields of psychiatry, psychology,
and social sciences were selected as they include a vast array
of textual entities in the domain of mental health that can be
reviewed. A complete electronic search strategy is available in
Multimedia Appendix 1. The search methodology was
developed by the corresponding author and a librarian
specialized in mental health at the Institut universitaire en santé
mentale de Montréal. Searches were completed by AH and
cross-validated by MB in May 2021. No setting, date, or
geographical restrictions were applied. Searches were limited
to English- or French-language sources.

Study Eligibility
Studies were included if they met the following criteria: (1)
classification in various data categories of textual entities (eg,
medical records, letters, transcripts); (2) the study was conducted
in the fields of psychiatry, psychology, or social sciences; (3)
automated classification of text was conducted in more than 2
data categories (text was classified in more than two features);
(4) automated text classification was conducted by machine
learning (either supervised or unsupervised algorithms); and
(5) the number of elements in the database used was less than
10,000, which corresponds to a small database. Although there
is no consensus on what a small database is, we defined a small
database as one that had a maximum of 10,000 items since
5000-10,000 items have been referred to as small samples in
prior studies [19-21]. Studies that use a combination of many
algorithms, instead of a single algorithm, were also included.
Unpublished literature was excluded as well as studies using
artificial intelligence algorithms outside the scope of machine
learning.

Data Extraction
Data were extracted with a standardized form and cross-verified
for consistency and integrity by two authors, AH and MB.
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Information such as size of the database, number of
classification categories, algorithms used, prediction success
rate (in %), and interjudge agreement were recorded.

Results

Description of Studies
Our systematic review assessed studies that used machine
learning to classify text in the fields of psychiatry, psychology,
and social sciences. This literature search identified 5442 articles
that were eligible for our study after the removal of duplicates.
Following abstract screening, 114 full articles were assessed in
their entirety, of which 107 were excluded. The remaining 7
studies were analyzed. The flowchart for the inclusion of studies

in this systematic review is found in Figure 1. The details of
the studies are provided in Multimedia Appendix 2. Notably, a
limited number of articles on automated text classification with
small databases were found. Studies that met inclusion criteria
reported different types of documents used for automated
annotation. Social medical content, such as forum posts in the
study by Yu et al [22] and Twitter entries in the study by
Balakrishnan et al [23] generated the largest data sets (5000 and
5453 items, respectively). Those textual entities consisted of
complete or partial sentences manually written by users and
were annotated in their entirety. The remaining types of
documents were mainly medical records completed by
physicians or health science professionals. No image or
mathematical data were classified by the algorithms as part of
these studies.

Figure 1. Flowchart depicting the process of study selection.

Algorithms

Overview
Several algorithms have been used on the presented textual
entities. Naive Bayes classifier, decision tree–based algorithms,
support vector machine (SVM) classifiers, and combinations
of multiple algorithms were the main strategies used by the
included studies. The number of categories for text classification
ranged from 4-7 and overall precision classification ranged from
77.0%-91.8%. For the studies that included multiple algorithms,

SVM-based algorithms demonstrated the best accuracy in 5 of
7 studies.

Naive Bayes Classifier
A naive Bayes classifier is a probabilistic-based classifier that
makes use of Bayes’ theorem to classify items into different
categories [12]. This type of classifier achieves average
performance in the context of supervised learning [24]. This
type of algorithm is advantageous when little data is available
as it can be optimally parameterized in the event of a small data
set [25]. This algorithm assumes that there is independence
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between the predictors. For text classification, Balakrishnan et
al [23] outlined that this algorithm works best when using each
word as a variable that needs to be classified.

Decision Tree–Based Classifiers
Decision tree–based classifiers are nonparameterized; they are
supervised learning methods that can be used to classify items
[26]. Observations about an item are represented as branches
and conclusions about an item's value (score) are represented
as leaves [27]. Splitting across the different branches is based
on defined rules according to the categories used to classify the
items. In text classification, the general idea is that every piece
of text being classified is split across the branches until it reaches
a leaf (category) based on probabilistic rules set by the designer
of the tree [27].

SVM Classifiers
SVM classifiers can be used in both supervised and unsupervised
learning contexts. In simple terms, these classifiers use the
concept of a hyperplane that divides a data set into classes. A
hyperplane in an n-dimensional Euclidean space is a flat, n–1
dimensional subset of that space that divides the space into two
disconnected parts [28]. The items in the data set are considered
as data points on the hyperplane. The item being classified is
therefore categorized in one of the disconnected parts.

Outcomes
In the 7 identified studies, SVM classifiers and algorithms
combined with SVM classifiers tended to achieve the best
prediction score (in %) as compared to other algorithms for
small data sets. Studies by Zolnoori et al [29], Singh et al [30],
and Yu et al [22] reported prediction scores of SVM classifiers
that were superior to other classifiers for their data sets. Their
precision scores ranged from 77%-90%. Only 3 studies
attempted to compare the classification done by the classifiers
with human annotators. The statistics used to assess these
automated annotations were κ and pairwise agreements. The
interrater agreement of these studies was comparable to
interrater agreements for annotation done by human annotators;
the κ scores were 0.84 [23], 0.67 [30], and 0.86 [29],
respectively.

Discussion

Review of Findings
In this study, we conducted a systematic review to identify
potential algorithms that could be useful for small databases for
the automatic annotation of unannotated interview transcripts
from the field of psychotherapy. The systematic review we
conducted demonstrated that limited literature exists on the
subject. However, few algorithms displayed sufficient accuracy
when performing text classification on small databases. SVM
classifiers tended to display the best accuracy in the context of
small databases.

Compared to other reviews on the subject, this study highlights
algorithms being used in the context of small data sets, which
is consistent with the reality of studies of therapies [31], as
transcribing therapy sessions is time-consuming and demanding.
Regarding novel therapy developments, such as virtual

reality–based therapy, this is even more needed considering the
small number of patients that have received these treatments so
far [32]. Therapy usually involves a wider range of words and
contextual sentences compared to other areas of medicine where
specific words (eg, symptoms, signs) can be used to facilitate
classification. Therefore, it is not surprising to see that this
systematic review identified algorithms that differ from those
that are widely used in other medical fields. For example,
Srivastava et al [33] reviewed the efficiency of different text
classifiers in the context of social media posts referring to
medical content. They found that a multilayer perceptron–based
neural network performed best in their study as compared to a
SVM classifier. Another study, conducted by Visveswaran and
colleagues [34], identified convolutional long short-term
memory neural networks as the best at predicting vaping habits.
This can be explained by the fact that most classifiers are
combined with a vectorizer when used to classify textual entities.
A vectorizer transforms text into a meaningful number vector
that can then be used by classifiers [35]. Considering that
classification of textual entities to identify a specific diagnosis
or medical condition usually requires specific terms that pertain
to the diagnosis or condition, vectors tend to discriminate better
between the textual entities of these fields [36]. This is usually
not the case with therapy transcripts in the context of analysis
of the psychotherapeutic process as this analysis often requires
a larger array of categories that can sometime overlap.

In contrast with other types of medical data—such as imagery
or numerical entities (eg, laboratory results)—where neural
networks seem to be the most used class of algorithms for
classification, textual classification appears to be performed
with a more restricted number of classifiers [37]. This can be
explained by the fact that text classification requires additional
considerations. Automated classifications lack the ability to
interpret a sentence out of a given context (eg, a therapeutic
session), while the meaning of a sentence could change based
on the context. Another complexity is that words can refer to
different entities based on the sociocultural context. Therefore,
considering such complexities can require further
parameterizations and considerations, which may also explain
why, in the identified studies, the same algorithm used on data
sets of a similar size could have a diverging predictive score.

Consistent with our findings, linear SVM classifiers tend to be
regarded as one of the best text classifying algorithms in the
literature [38]. Many types of classifiers are available, but it
appears that only a few are consistently used for the
classification of textual entities [26]. This is consistent with our
review, as the identified studies tended to use similar strategies
when classifying textual entities. A recent literature review on
data classification of clinical text data explains this phenomenon
by the fact that there is a bottleneck of annotations in the context
of supervised learning [39].

Limitations
This systematic review of literature focuses on the fields of
psychiatry, psychology, and social sciences to reflect the type
of textual entities usually found in therapy transcripts. A
limitation of this study is the small number of classification
algorithm studies published in these fields. As this is an
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emerging domain, the number of studies on the topic should
increase in the future.

Conclusions
Machine learning can be beneficial for the field of psychiatry.
Automated text classification for psychotherapy is a promising
avenue to generate quantitative and qualitative data in an
efficient way to make the data readily available for analyses.

SVM classifiers appear to be preferred over other types of
classifiers in the context of small databases. Using such
classifiers could be useful in the evaluation of therapeutic
processes of novel therapies where data are limited.
Nevertheless, the limited number of articles found on the subject
outlines the need for more development in this field, especially
regarding the use of such classifiers in the domain of mental
health.
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